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Who am I?
• Born and raised Mormon
• Digital forensics professional
• Transparency advocate
• Co-Founder of the Truth & 

Transparency Foundation
• Craft beer enthusiast



MormonLeaks
• Founded December 2016
• Started in response to influx 

of documents being 
released via r/exmormon

• Released hundreds of 
documents regarding 
Mormonism

• Now serves as archive for 
TTF



FaithLeaks
• Founded November 2017
• Requested by many post 

religious individuals and 
groups

•Only released document 
regarding Jehovah’s 
Witnesses so far

•Now serves as archive for 
TTF



Truth & Transparency Foundation
• Founded November 2017
• Umbrella organization for 

MormonLeaks and FaithLeaks
• Now serves as investigative, 

nonprofit newsroom promoting 
transparency within religious 
institutions

• truthandtransparency.org



Truth & Transparency Foundation
The Truth & Transparency Foundation (TTF) is 
a non profit newsroom founded on the belief  
that increased transparency results in fewer 
untruths, less corruption, and less abuse 
within religious institutions. The organization 
was originally founded to provide sources and 
whistle-blowers the technical ability to 
anonymously submit sensitive documents for 
use by professional and citizen journalists for 
starting and expanding news reporting, public 
commentary, and criticism related to various 
religious organizations. Its mission has since 
expanded to contribute to said news 
reporting.



Truth & Transparency Foundation

Religious institutions 
should be held to the 

same societal and legal 
standards as other 

nonprofits concerning 
the transparency of 

their finances.

Policies and 
procedures of any 

religious institution that 
directly affect its 

membership should be 
well-known and 

publicized.

Statistics on all claims 
of abuse, percentage 
of claims involving law 

enforcement, and 
associated settlements 

should be regularly 
published.



SecureDrop
SecureDrop is an open-source 
whistleblower submission system that 
media organizations can use to securely 
accept documents from and communicate 
with anonymous sources. It was originally 
created by the late Aaron Swartz and is 
currently managed by Freedom of the Press 
Foundation.



Transparency



Information liberates



Mormons Sharpen Stand Against 
Same-Sex Marriage

Children of same-sex couples will not be able to join the 
Mormon Church until they turn 18 — and only if they move 
out of their parents’ homes, disavow all same-sex 
relationships and receive approval from the church’s top 
leadership as part of a new policy adopted by the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
Goodstein, L. (2015, Nov 6). New York Times, Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/07/us/mormons-gay-marriage.html



Mormon Resignations Put Support 
for Gays Over Fealty to Faith

Healy, J. (2015, Nov 15). New 
York Times, Retrieved from 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/1
1/16/us/mormon-resignations-put
-support-for-gays-over-fealty-to-f
aith.html

Photo credit: Kim Raff for The 
New York Times



Leaked Videos Pull Back Curtain on 
Mormon Leadership

In a presentation that has provoked some criticism, former 
Senator Gordon H. Smith, a Republican of Oregon, shared 
with the apostles that he voted in favor of the Iraq War partly 
because he believed it could open the region for Mormon 
missionaries.
Goodstein, L. (2016, Oct 6). New York Times, Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/07/us/mormon-videos-leaked.html
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